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1 Introduction

Welcome to freeTunes 4, your audio converter for DRM protected files.
 
The  program  converts  audio  files,  audio  CDs  and  audio  DVDs  with  different  formats
(including WMA-DRM and AAC-DRM) to fit the specifications of you players.

 

 

 
New in Version 4
· Internal player
· Use DVDs and CDs as source
· Rip more than one CD parallel (if more than one drive is present)
· Supports CD and DVD covers
· Automatic and manual search for covers
· Variable cover size
· Embed covers in MP3 files
· Save covers as separate files, using the Windows convention (folder.jpg) or a freely

selectable file name
· freeDB support
· Adding files from subfolders is now supported
· Manually edit the ID3-Tag
· Variable settings for name conventions, e.g. <Artist>\<Album>\<Track No.> - <Title>
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What you need, how to install and how to start the software:
· System requirements
· Installation
· Program start
· Demo
· Copyright

1.1 System requirements

You need to have a running Windows operating system to install the program. The program

is supported by W indows XP ( Hom e, Professiona l and M edia  Center Edition) W indows Vista

and W indows 7, 8, 10 (32Bit and 64Bit). You are also recommended to install any updates

that are currently available for your relevant operating system. 

You need to install the iTunes-Player if you want to convert copy protected AAC files from

the iTunes-Store.

 
· Intel Pentium CPU or compatible with at least 400 MHz
· a resolution of 800x600 with 256 colors, 1280x1024 and true color are recommended
· .net 3 Framework
· at least 256 MB RAM
· 17 MB of hard disk space for the installation
· enough free hard disk space for the converted files
· mouse or compatible input device

1.2 Installation

Double-click the downloaded file to start the installation. The setup wizard is optimized to
make the installation as easy as possible.
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1.3 Program start

You can start the program via the desktop icon or by clicking on "Start  ->  All  Programs  ->
Engelmann  Media  ->  freeTunes  4  ->  freeTunes  4".  While  you  haven't  registered  your
version,  the  program will  prompt  you a  window  which  informs  you  about  the  remaining
days you have for testing. Furthermore you can enter your registration code in this  window
or buy one by clicking on "Buy now".

If you want to use the demo version, simply click on "Continue".
 
Demo version
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After the 2-day test period is over you can extend it for another 5 days  by clicking on "Free
Trial-Key". We then will send you an email with your extended trial key.

1.4 Demo

The demo enables you to extensively test freeTunes 4 for 2 days. The converted files will
NOT have any restrictions like watermarks or the limitation of conversion time. After the 2-
day test period is over you can extend it for another 5 days by clicking on "Free Trial-Key".
We then will send you an email with your extended trial key.
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1.5 Copyright

The information contained in this document is subject to change at any time without prior
notice and does not represent any commitment on the part of Engelmann Media GmbH.

The software featuring in this document is also governed by the relevant license
agreement that is specified elsewhere.

All rights are reserved, including the right to reproduce, transfer, distribute and translate
this document. No part of this manual may be reproduced in any form whatsoever,

including the use of photocopy, microfilm or data processing systems, without prior written
permission. All rights of reproduction are also reserved.

Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 10 and any other programs featuring in the
operating system are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation,USA.
All other trademarks and descriptions explicitly or implicitly mentioned in this manual are

the property of their respective owners. The information in this manual is made public
without consideration of any patent protection and serves solely the purpose of knowledge

transfer.

The utmost care has been taken in collating the text and figures for this manual.
Nevertheless, errors cannot be completely excluded. Neither the author nor Engelmann

Media GmbH assume therefore any warranty of any kind whatsoever, any legal
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responsibility or any liability for harm that arises in connection with the information
described. Furthermore, neither the author nor Engelmann Media GmbH may be held

accountable for harm that can be attributed to software or hardware malfunctions or for
infringements of patents or other third-party rights arising from this.

 

© 2015 Engelmann Media GmbH

All rights reserved
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2 Converter

This are the options for the converter.

· Source
· Target format
· Details
· Tags
- Cover
- Output settings

2.1 Source

You can use a lot of different formats as source files, e.g. protected and non-protected
audio files. Furthermore you can use video files like AVI or Flash (e.g. from YouTube) which
are supported by extracting their audio stream and save it as an audio file.

You can add files to the program by using:
· Add File: Opens the internal file browser which is used to select single or more audio

and/ or video files. 
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· Add Folder: Opens the internal folder browser to add the content of a folder, including
all the subfolders.

· Open CD: Opens the internal folder browser to choose, in this case, the CD-Rom drive
you want to use.

· Open DVD: Opens the internal folder browser to either add a DVD-Rip from your hard
drive or choose the DVD-Rom drive you want to use.
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The following audio formats are supported by freeTunes 4:
· Audio-CD
· WAV (Windows Wave)
· MP3
· WMA (Windows Media Audio)
· M4A (AAC audio files from Apple)
· M4P (protected AAC audio files from Apple)
· M4B (audio files for audiobooks)
· M4R
· RAM (Real Audio Media)
· OGG (Ogg Vorbis)
 
The following video formats are supported by freeTunes 4:
· Video-DVD
· AVI
· ASF
· FLV (Flash Video)
· DIVX (proprietary format by DivX)
· WMV (Windows Media Video)
· MKV (Matroska)
· MOV (Apple QuickTime Video)
· MPG
· MPEG
· TS (Transport streams, e.g. TV recordings)
· MP4
· 3GP (standard for mobile phones)
· 3G2 (standard for mobile phones)
· RM (RealMedia)

If you use a video file as source the first audio stream is used.

2.2 Target format

Please inform yourself about the supported formats of your device!

freeTunes 4 supports the following audio formats:
· AAC: Creates m4a files with AAC audio. This format is supported by Apples iPod and

iPhone. The following table shows which bit rate you want to use to achieve a certain
quality:
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    -   96 KBit/s: radio quality with good reception
    - 128 KBit/s: nearly CD quality
    - 192 KBit/s: really good quality
 
 

· M4R: The ringtone format of the iPhone. Only supports a length of 30 seconds, therefor
freeTunes automatically converts only the first half minute of a track.

· MP3: The most compatible audio format. Is supported by nearly every audio player on
the world. Needs higher bit rates than AAC to achieve the same quality because its
older:
 
    - 128 KBit/s: average quality which is enough for mobile devices such as mobile
phones
    - 192 KBit/s: nearly CD quality
    - 320 KBit/s: really good quality
 

· Ogg Vorbis: License free format which is better than MP3 and WMA. However, it is only
supported by a few players and not as good as AAC:
 
    - 128 KBit/s: average quality which can be used for playback via e.g. a TV-Set
    - 160 KBit/s: nearly CD quality
    - 224 KBit/s: really good quality

· WMA: Developed by Microsoft, this format achieves a better quality as MP3. The
support of players has also grown since the development of the XBox 360 and Windows
Mobile for mobile phones. The quality is as follows:
 
    - 64 KBit/s: worse to average quality which is enough for mobile devices in the most
cases
    - 128 KBit/s: nearly CD quality
    - 192 KBit/s: really good quality but not as good as AAC
 

· WAV: Windows Wave is used to save audio streams without any compression. The file
size is, compared to the other formats, immense because of that, but also is the quality.
It is the best format if you want to archive your audio CDs and DVDs. However,
converting an audio file which already is compressed with a lossy format back to WAV
is useless because the lost quality can not be reproduced.
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2.3 Details

The file list stores all files you have added to the program in the order of which you have
added first to the one you have added last. If you add new files, the already existing ones
will not be overwritten. Following are the main information the file list offers:
· Checkboxes: They are used to in- or exclude files in the list from being converted.

Filename: Displays the name of the added file.
· Duration: Displays the length of the file.
· Format: Displays the file format.
· DRM: Displays the DRM protection if one is present.

Right  clicking  on  a  listed  file  will  open  up  a  context  menu  which  offers  the  following
options:
- Open Folder: Opens the Windows Explorer pointing to the location of the original file.
- Select: Includes this file for conversion.
- Unselect: Excludes this file for conversion.
- Select all: Includes all files for conversion.
- Unselect all: Excludes all files for conversions.
- Remove entry: Removes this file from list. This DOES NOT have any influence on the

original file on your hard drive.
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- Clear complete list: Removes all files from list. This DOES NOT have any influence on the
original files on your hard drive.

2.4 Tags

The "Tags"-area is used to enter further information which should be saved within the
audio file. It offers the following fields:
· Artist
· Album
· Titel
· Track
· Year
· Comment
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You are editing the currently selected file from the list using this area. It is also possible to
mark more than one file in the list and enter e.g. the artist for all of them.

2.5 Cover

You can search for, embed and remove covers into/ from MP3 files using freeTunes 4. To
start a search, embed- or remove a cover, select the file and click on "Cover" bellow the
player.

The search automatically uses the file name and/ or the ID3-Tag of the file as the search
term. The program will show you a selection of covers which fit best. However sometimes
the file name or ID3-Tag is not correct or misspelled - if that's the case you can manually
change the search term and start a new search. After you have found the cover you want,
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simply select it and click on "OK" to apply it to the file.

Please take account of the "Cover"-options in the settings menu, too.

2.6 Output settings

Besides the target format (See Converter -> Target format) you can change settings of the
following options to increase audio quality or lower the file size:
· Channels: You can change this  option if you want to create  mono files.  Be  aware  that

changing stereo sources to mono will result in a loss of quality. We recommend that you
use the settings of the source file.
 

· Bitrate: The bit rate is a scale of how good the audio quality is  - therefor using a higher
bit rate will result in a higher audio quality but also in a higher file size and vice versa.
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Anyhow,  using  a  much higher bit  rate  will  not  result  in  a  much  higher  audio  quality
because,  analogue  to  the  video  bit  rate,  the  technique  can't  add  audio  information
which is  not  available.  We  recommend that  you use  around 96  kbps  to  128  kbps  for
speech and higher (up to 320 kbps) rates for soundtracks and music.
 

· Samplerate:  Using  a  lower  samplerate  will  result  in  a  loss  of  audio  quality.  We
recommend to use the same rate as the source file does.

 
The "Target-Path" section shows the currently selected path where the converted files will
be saved. To change it, simply click on the "..."-button next to it. The file names will be the
same as the one from the source file or (if you have entered information  in the "Tags"-
area) created the way you chose in the settings (See Settings -> Audio).

A click on "Start" starts the conversion. A progress window will show you information on
how far the conversion process is. Furthermore you have the following options:
· Shutdown computer after conversion: Activate this checkbox if you want your

computer to shutdown after the conversion process has finished.
· ...open target folder: Opens the Windows explorer, pointing to the folder which

contains the converted files.
 
A click on "Done" takes you back to the main window, after the conversion has finished.
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3 Player

The "Player"-register is used to play WAV, MP3, WMA, M4P, M4B, M4R, RAM and OGG
files. You operate the players list in the same way as the converters (See Converter ->
Source). The main difference between them is that you are editing the real file on your hard
drive if you change things in the "Tags" or "Cover" area. Apart from that it is only a simple
audio player.

 
Following are the options you have while using the player:

Player buttons from left to right: 
· Previous: Stops the current song and plays the previous one.
· Pause: Pauses the current playback. Use "Play" to resume.
· Play: Starts playback or resumes it after a pause.
· Next: Stops the current song and starts the next one.

The context menu (Open it by right clicking on a file in the list):
- Open folder: Opens the Windows explorer, pointing to the location of the file.
- Remove entry: Removes the currently selected file from list. This DOES NOT have any

influence on the original file on your hard drive.
- Clear complete list: Removes all files from the list. This DOES NOT have any influence on

the original files on your hard drive.

You can use the "Remove entry" and "Clear list" buttons to achieve the same as with the
context menu.
 
As mentioned above, you can edit the "Tags" and "Cover" of the files. Look at Converter ->
Tags and Converter -> Cover to see how and what is editable.
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4 Settings

This are the settings of the program:
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· General
· Audio
- Cover

4.1 General

The "General" settings are:
· Show maximized window on program start: Starts freeTunes maximized.
· Automatically search for update: freeTunes will search for updates at every start up.
· Window color:  Chooses the color in which freeTunes is displayed.

4.2 Audio

The "Audio" settings are most important if you want to convert DRM protected files.If you
do not want to convert DRM protected files, only the "Add files to player list after
conversion" and "Rename output file" are used. (The "Disable system sounds while
converting" option will also be used, but has no effect on the conversion. Look at the
description below to understand why this option is helpful anyway.)

Because a lot of countries have forbidden to crack copy protections, freeTunes needs to
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use a little trick. freeTunes avoids breaking the protection by playing back the file and, at
the same time, recording it. This is allowed and therefor legal. The following options are
helping freeTunes to find the correct soundcard, input channel and record level:
· Soundcard: Selects the soundcard to use for playback and recording. (Only necessary if

you have installed more than one)*
· Audio-Input: Selects the audio input you want to use for recording. If you don't know

what input to use, start the freeTunes player and look at "Control Panel - > Hardware &
Sound" which input level "moves" up and down. Select this one and start the conversion.
*

For Windows 7 only:
Due to a rebuild system, windows 7 may not have several audio inputs, but only
different audio devices (which you can choose with "Soundcard") with only one "Master
Volume". In this case, choose the correct "Soundcard" and leave the "Master Volume"
entry alone.

· Record-Level: Choose the desired volume level you want to use for the recording. Be
careful using maximum level because they may cause distortion.

The other options are:
- Disable system sounds while converting:  As mentioned above, the conversion of DRM

protected files is made by avoiding a direct conversion (and breaking the DRM protection
while doing it). The problem with the alternative is, that every sound that is played
during a conversion will also be recorded and therefor be present in the song. To avoid
this, freeTunes is able to deactivate all system sounds while it is converting via this
option.*

(e.g.: Attaching a USB device makes Windows playing a short sound file as we all know -
unless you haven't already deactivated it. If you do this while freeTunes is recording/
converting a DRM protected file, the sound will be played back on the same device as
the song. The result - The converted sound file will not only play the song but also the
"USB device connected" sound from Windows.)

- Add files to player list after conversion: Activate this option to let freeTunes
automatically add the converted files to its internal player - which you can use to check if
all went right, then.

- Rename output files: Activate this option to let freeTunes automatically rename the
converted files in the way you want. To change the way freeTunes renames them, simply
click on "Edit" next to it.*

freeTunes offers the following options for renaming:
<Artist>, <Album>, <Track No.>, <Title>, <Year>, new folder, space, "-", ",", "_", "#", "(",
")", "[", "]"

(e.g.: You want that your files look like "No Name\2011 - New Album\01 - First Track.
mp3"
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In this case: First delete all in the right list (Or rearrange the already existing options).
Then select and add the following options in the left list:
01. <Artist>
02. new folder
03. <Year>
04. space
05. "-"
06. space
07. <Album>
08. new folder
09. <Track No.>
10. space
11. "-"
12. space
13. <Title>

You can see what your files will look like beneath the lists, behind "Output:". With the
options above, there should stand:
<Artist>\<Year> - <Album>\<Track No.> - <Title>

A click on "OK" saves the changes.)*
 

* Soundcard, Audio-Input: Some audio devices  do not support the so ca l led "Stereo-Mix" technique. If that i s
the case, you can manual ly achieve the same resul t by connecting an audio cable (normal ly a  cable with the
same plug as  headphones  use on both s ides ) to both, the audio output and input.

* System sounds: This  option only disables  the Windows internal  system sounds . If you s tart a  program which
uses  own sounds  or s tart playback with another audio/ video player, freeTunes  i s  not able to blobk them
too. Therefor a l l  the sounds  which are played whi le the convers ion of a  DRM protected fi le are recorded too.

* Renaming: Please ensure that you have entered a l l  information, you want to use for renaming, in the "Tags"
area. Look at Converter -> Tags  i f you don't know what this  means .

4.3 Cover

This are the settings for the cover search:
· Cover size: Sets the cover size you want to use. 300x300 is recommended for best

quality. However some older devices may not be able to display this size or you want to
save file size by making the cover smaller. In that case, freeTunes offers the sizes:
75x75, 200x200 and 300x300.

Look in the documentation of your device if you are not sure what sizes are supported.
· Automatically search for covers on conversion: This setting is used to de-/ activate

the automatic cover search. This means that freeTunes automatically searches for a
fitting cover for your files when you press start.*

· Embed cover into ID3-Tag: MP3 files have the opportunity that you can embed covers
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directly into the so called ID3-Tag (an area inside the file where information like artist,
album ,etc and, as mentioned, covers are stored). If you want to use this feature, simply
activate this option.

· Save cover in outputfolder as: You can use this option to save the cover as a separate
file in the output folder. Furthermore, you can choose how the file should be named. The
default value is "folder.jpg", because windows (and other programs) use this file to
create the preview which is shown, e.g. at the containing folder, in the Windows Media
Player, etc.

* This  setting recommends  that you have entered the ti tle and arti s t correctly!
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